to his love for one of the
beautiful women in Chi-

3

4 Entrance fee: ¥300.
00.

45 Tofuku-ji Temple

he shrine was popivists from the last
o period. The graves
oshi and Sakamoto
ated here.

Tel: 075-561-1551 Entrance fee:
¥500. Open: 9:00 〜 16:30(from
December to February: 16:00).

Temple(Yasaka Pagoda)

C2

46 Doju-in Temple

G1

Tel: 075-561-8821 Entrance fee: ¥200.
Open: 9:00 〜 16:00. Closed during Bon
holidays 8/7 to 8/16, and at the end and
beginning of the year 12/29 to 1/4.

417 Entrance fee: ¥400.
〜 16:00. No fixed holiday.

temple was established by
oku(Shotokutaishi), the first
pan. The five-story pagoda is
Higashiyama, and offers to go
ond floor.

oho-in Temple

Sennyu-ji Temple is an Imperial Household Family temple
(Kogein) and is called“Mitera.”
Many beautiful cultural treasures are here.

The statue in the temple’
s hall is
of the Buddhist deity Fudo-myoo,
also known as the“Juman Fudo.”
He is 2.65 meters tall and wears
an expression of calm.

Tel: 075-561-0087 Entrance fee:
¥400 (Additional fee required
for Main Garden). Open: 9:00 〜
16:00(reception until 16:00 from
November until the beginning of
December, until 15:30 from early
December to the end of March).
Closed 12/29 to 1/3.

47 Reiun-in Temple G1

E2

49 Ryogin-an Temple

G2

Tel: 075-561-0087
Daimyo Kokushi is one of many
Entrance fee: ¥500. Usually closed cultural treasures.
but open during a special viewing
every year 3/14 to 3/16 and in November (please check for dates).
Open: 9:00 〜 16:00 (reception
until 15:30).

1-0467
during special viewing.

le belongs to the Tendai sect
sm and features the living
or priests built by Toyotomi
and many other cultural

The Hojo is a National
Treasure and an oldest
one in Japan. It’
s garden
was designed by Shigemori
Mirei. The sitting image of

Tel: 075-533-7125 Entrance fee: ¥400.
Open: 9:00 〜 17:00 (reception until
16:30). Night time viewing until 21:00
(reception until 20:30).

G2

Tofuku-ji exhibits
the classic architecture of a Zen
temple, and is
especially famous
for its garden (a
cultural treasure)
that was designed
by Shigemori Mirei.
Its grounds are one
of the best places
to view maple
trees in Kyoto.

Tel: 075-561-4080
Entrance fee: ¥500.
No fixed holidays.

This dry landscape
garden, or karesansui, famous for its
unique stones, was
rebuilt by modern
garden designer
Shigemori Mirei.

The Main Hall, noted architecturally for is gabled roof, is
called the Ryugeden. It is known
for a rare image of Daikokuten
(the deity of wealth) and a portrait of Emperor Goenyuin.

48 Taiko-an Temple

G1

Tel: 075-561-0667 Entrance fee: ¥500.
Open: 9:00 〜 16:00. By reservation.

Also called Komachi-dera, this
temple is famous for an image of Jizo
that was made by Ono-no-Komachi,
and an image of Komachi when she
was a hundred years old.

50 Tentoku-in
Temple G1

Tel: 075-561-5239
Entrance fee: ¥500. Open in June,
July and November. Please check
open hours in advance.

ing on Hoko-ji’
s famous temple
bell was done by this temple’
s
chief priest.

There is a dry landscape
garden with beautiful moss,
Chinese bellflowers, and bush
clover. It is said that the writ-

Viewing times may be changed due to renovation; please check
ahead.

nese Manners

ny food or

Souvenirs
Please do not open or unwrap packages
without asking. Ask store staff if you have
any questions. Please wait in line.

Enjoy Higashiyama Walking
http://higashiyama-kanko.jp/
This site for sightseeing information is
managed by the Higashiyma Ward Office.
A good site to check before starting out.
Now, we are looking for banner ads for
the website.

Kyoto Sightseeing and Traffic information
http://www.city.kyoto.jp/tokei/
trafficpolicy/kankochi/index.html
"Let's make a town that is enjoyable to
walk around in Kyoto". From private car
to railways, bus, subway, park-and-ride,
etc., this site has a lot of transportationrelated information.

Higashiyama Websites

htseeing

Kyoto Kanko Navi
http://kanko.city.kyoto.lg.jp
This is an official website on Kyoto
travel designed to give tourists useful
information about events, blossoming
flowers, facilities, and much more.

Kyoto Universal Tour Navigation
http://www.kyoto-universal.jp/
This website is operated by Kyoto
Universal Tourism, which aims to make
Kyoto a place that everyone can enjoy. It
offers information on walking trails for
sightseeing and available barrier-free
services, toilets, and facilities.

Telephone guide for Kyoto Sightseeing
Kyoto Tourist Information Center
……………………………………… 075-343-0548
Kyoto City Tourist Association 075-752-7070
Kyoto City Transport Bureau …… 075-863-5200

JR West Japan Customer Center
……………………………………… 0570-00-2486
Keihan Railway Sanjo Station … 075-561-0033
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